Faculty met in Prof. Jenkins' room at 4 P.M., Prof. Johnson absent; minutes of Feb 2nd read and approved.

The following students requested their desire to compete for the French and German Prizes:—Wagner, Jang, Alderman, McFadden, White, Aikensman, Chastain, Hill, Bates.

Benson, Nolting, Newmarch, Wurz, Hallock, Blalock, and Sams was permitted to have another examination in Philosophy.

Gantt and B. C. was permitted to drop Organic Chemistry.

To in addition to what was allowed, the third year English was allowed to enter third year English by passing a test and receive credit for it, and year English was dropped from French.

The students including Baldwin were dropped from French.

No student (sum) was dropped from Chemistry.

From failing in several studies, the secretary was requested to advise his mother to withdraw him from the University.

Word and carried that students who fail in their first work, 6, shall be permitted to make up all the work of the second semester, except English, at least C. (P. 92) in the last semester. Make up work in order to pass. In case of failure, they must do the year's work in the second semester under the instruction of a tutor unless otherwise ordered.

Examination reading. Under the above rule, Mr. Anderson was required to carry on his Algebra, Literature, E. W. Chambers, Joel Moro, Paul Luckey, George P. and W. T. Stevens are his examiners in the drops.

The President was requested to warn Mr. Eaton that his work was not satisfactory and that he was in poor shape.
danger of being drafted.

E. P. Dunham was required to drop Mechanical Drafting.
E. F. Arthur was required to drop Mathematics.

Barker ( ) was, on motion, required to withdraw from the "honors committee" as an evidence of good faith in his part of a promise to change his line of endeavor in the direction.

R. F. Young was allowed another examination in Economics.
M. Burtnett, Prof. Young.

Spelling: The question remaining students who are deficient in spelling to take an hour's course weekly was having the table for further consideration.

Then being no other business, Faculty adjourned.

John Durand, Secy.

Faculty met at Prof. Young's call at the call of the President, Albert Prof. Frisell & Brenneman.

Each candidate for the A. M. degree must file a thesis in the department with the secretary of the Faculty by Jan 1st.

The subject of all thesis must be approved by the head of the department to which the subject belongs by December 1st.

Said thesis (else was allowed to drop Algebra.)

It was agreed that the regular exercises continue on

Washington's Birthday until the hour for Assembly and that the Assembly be spent in exercises appropriate to the day.

Resolved that each department be permitted to hand in only four subjects for discussion.

He (Mr.) was allowed to take Rhetoric and Descriptive Calculus.

Adopted.

John Strickler, Seey.
Faculty met in Prof. Carson's room. Prof. Young reported and carried that he had in the past years always scheduled a part of a course be allowed, after they have been cataloged.

The secretary was requested to post a notice on the corridors bulletin board forbidding students to litter on the corridor.

Suggested request asking that students be allowed to go dancing in the evening classes was referred to the Committee on Entertainment.

Language. The following was adopted:

Amendment: All students applying for admission into and for degree. Freshman work, or into the first two years of College work, must write about four hundred words on an assigned subject in the presence of an examiner to show proficiency in grammar, spelling, punctuation, grammatical construction and orderly arrangement of thought.

Janitors. Moved and carried that it is the sense of this Faculty that the results from the system of employing students as janitors are such as to make it helpful that the practice may be made permanent.

Suggestion. Prof. Carson, Hawthorne and W. Clark are appointed Janitor committee to prepare rules regulating the work to be done by the janitors.

Law break. President Lobapana and Prof. Young are appointed a committee to prepare a law break.

Certification. On motion that the above rules adopted by the Faculty during the past year as certified by the President were ratified.

W. Clark. President appointed Prof. Young, Hawthorne, and President to form a committee to see the EC. Conn. of the Regents in the
in matter of the Wilde memorial expenses.

The petition to add Harris were referred to the Committee on Studies,

The petition to take Algebra was referred.

The petition to be excused from Assembly was referred,

and it was ordered that the Student A was permitted to continue in First German and spend an additional year Algebra in which he failed, conditioned upon passing an examination in French studies next June.

A petition was ordered that the Student B was permitted to drop study 99 (Soph. Division).

And it was ordered that the Student C was required to drop Analytic and Algebra.

Resumed and carried that the minute was to be referred

and from the list as presented, to play Albany March 11th by the

Clearing of Resolution.

Adjourned

Signed

J. Frank Lee
W. of O. March 10-98

Faculty met in Prof. Jurets' room at the call of President, Prof. Bridget.

Minutes of last meeting read and approved.

Spring-semester U.S. and carried that the usual Spring vacation begin on April 4th, to include:

On the 8th, they went to Albany at the request of Prof. Deane. The request was authorized to invite Prof. Deane to deliver his lecture "The Colonists and the Colonies" before the Board of Regents. The Board meeting was

Commenced. The meeting, the President was authorized to appoint a committee to secure a suitable place for the Board meeting and the meeting before the University Law. Prof. Smith attended.

H. G. Bryan was permitted to remain in Carrolton on Sunday return of Eugen on Monday.

H. G. Bryan was excused from the University to-day and commences instruction. The following students were permitted to go to Albany:


H. L. Carrolton's request to go was referred to Prof. Jurets, with power to act.
U. of O. March 15-28

[Handwritten text]

U. of O. March 16-28

[Handwritten text]

U. of O. March 17-28

[Handwritten text]
Note: Faculty met in Prof. Cassan's room at the request of the President - Absent President Chapman

Jackson, Johnson

On motion Prof. Cassan was elected chairman of the meeting.

Wright (HB) Communication from Hon. W. B. Wheeler explaining his prior absence and expressing regret that his absence had violated the rules of the Faculty was read.

On motion the explanation was accepted and he was re-instated in the University.

A motion to adjourn until 4 P.M. was lost.

McLinden, Communication from E.J. McClenden asking apology for his prior violation of the rules of the Faculty and promising obedience in the future was read.

It was moved that the explanation be accepted and the same read and re-instated.

Upon demand the vote on the above question was taken roll-call as follows:

Ayes - Prof. Strack, Schmidt, Cauden, W. Childress, Bell, Young, Quinlisk.

Noes - Prof. Kelley, Woodburn, Hautman, W. Childress

Not voting - Prof. Cassan and Bursen.

Thus being no other business, the Faculty adjourned.

John Strack

Sign
Faculty met in Prof. Casanovas' office today.

An appeal was presented asking for credits for work done on the faculty members' behalf. The appeal was referred to the advisor with power to act.

A petition asking for credits for work done in the study of competition in the field of fiction and for the study of business was referred to the advisor with power to act.

An appeal was presented asking for a weekly examination in which to grade their members, was laid on the table.

On another motion, the Committee on Entertainment was asked to continue their investigations on the subject of changing the night to an earlier time. The Committee on Calendar met and decided to go ahead and invite speakers.

A motion was made and carried that the following items be placed on the agenda for the next faculty meeting:

- Changes in the curricula
- New courses
- Election of officers

Adjourned.

[Signatures]
U. S. O. April 15, 98

Faculty met in Prof. Young's room at the call of the President at 4:30. Absent: Prof. Johnson, Prof. Young.

Respectfully reported that Prof. J. Keeney be removed from the Medical Faculty of the U. S. O. for the remainder of the session.

It was also reported and carried that the examinations be held on June 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10.

Resolution of the matter of allowing the Seniors to choose other courses other than those selected by the Faculty was brought up and discussed, on being put to a vote the resolution was lost, the President casting the affirmative vote.

Junior (the following rules in reference to Junior Orations are)

1. Any student shall be eligible for public Junior Orations who is not enrolled in regular Junior Courses in English and Anatomy.

2. Only the ten (10) students having the highest standings in general scholarship among those who are enrolled in Junior Courses in English and Anatomy shall be eligible for Junior Orations.

3. In computing these standings, the average of three (3) terms in English and Anatomy shall be counted.

4. All previous regulations in reference to Junior Orations are hereby repealed.

After being over other business, the faculty adjourned.

J. H. Hoadley
Sec'y
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